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ABSTRACT: Averaging level control is used in liquid processing
plants to optimally use the available volume in surge drums and
storage tanks to stabilize the feed to downstream equipment. This
paper describes three averaging level control techniques, namely,
integral gap control (IGC), ramp horizon control (RHC), and a
proposed combination of the two techniques called ramp horizon
integral gap control (RHIGC). RHIGC is a novel advanced
regulatory control (ARC) technique and can be implemented by
using standard distributed control system (DCS) functions. The
advantage of RHC is that it will keep levels from going over limits
when disturbances larger than typical process disturbances occur.
However, it does not move the level away from the limit; therefore,
the level will violate the limit if a subsequent disturbance occurs.
Based on tuning, IGC is able to move the level away from limits very quickly, but it will let the level violate the set limits if a larger
than expected disturbance occurs. RHIGC aims to exploit the strengths of both techniques while compensating for individual
weaknesses. The techniques are compared in simulations, followed by the implementation of RHIGC on an industrial process plant.
RHIGC shows good results in preventing the level from violating the set high and low limits while simultaneously decreasing the
variability of the manipulated variable. In process plants, keeping the level between set limits may avoid alarm or trip limits being
exceeded, while the decreased variability of the manipulated variable leads to an increased stability in downstream process
equipment.

■ INTRODUCTION
Process control engineers strive to keep process variables such
as temperatures, levels, and pressures within acceptable ranges
in order to produce products that are consistently within
specifications. They create controllers that reject process
disturbances and move the process from one operating region
to another. Process control reduces variability caused by
disturbances, which leads to reductions in energy and utility
consumption, better quality product, reduced losses, and
increased throughput.1−4 Averaging level control moves the
variability in the process from the material flows to the level
process variables, making better use of the storage capacity in
the plant.
When applying averaging level control in a process plant, the

process control engineer will consider the available capacity of
storage vessels such as feed drums and will implement
controllers that will allow the level to move up and down in
order to minimize movement of the manipulated variable (u).
The process control engineer will consider what range of the
vessel can be used in this way. The upper limit of the level may
be limited by process factors such as liquid carryover, as well as
alarm or trip limits. The lowest level allowed may be limited by
process considerations such as pump cavitation, as well as

alarm or trip limits. The engineer will choose limits that are a
safe distance away from such constraints and will implement
and tune controllers that should not violate these limits.
Averaging level control is important for the stability of

processing plants and is widely studied in the literature.
Techniques in the literature include proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) control,5−10 piecewise-linear (e.g., gap)
control,6,11,12 range control,5 nonlinear PID-based con-
trol,6,8,12,13 nonlinear control,14−16 optimal control,10,15,17−20

and model-based control.5,16,21−26

The process control engineer typically chooses between
PID-based control algorithms such as proportional-only, gap
and nonlinear PID, or model-based control such as model
predictive control (MPC),24−26 or optimal averaging level
control.20
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PID controllers are easier to implement but will allow the
level to violate the limits when disturbances are larger than the
assumed maximum disturbance used during tuning. When
using PID controllers, the upper and lower limits will be the
same distance from the desired average value of the level or set
point (ySP) as the controllers will attempt to minimize the
distance between the current level measurement or process
variable (y) and ySP. When implementing model-based
controllers, additional hardware and software are required,
and they typically execute at a slower execution interval.
However, they can be more successful in keeping the level
between limits as no assumed maximum disturbance is used
during tuning. When using model-based controllers for
averaging level control, operators typically set different high
and low limits for the level, as opposed to PID controllers that
typically use a single value as a set point.
In order to implement optimal averaging level control,

additional computer hardware and model predictive software
are required. This is typically installed alongside the distributed
control system (DCS) or programmable logic controller
(PLC) of the plant and connects using communications
protocols, such as open platform communications (OPC).
Because of this additional complexity, optimal averaging level
controllers typically run at a slower execution interval. It is also
required that a good model for the level behavior is available,10

which is either acquired through plant testing and model
identification or by calculating the model using drum or tank
dimensions. These requirements lead to additional complexity
and cost when comparing model-based controllers with DCS
or PLC-based controllers.
An alternate approach to optimal averaging level control is

to use advanced regulatory control (ARC) techniques, which
can be implemented using standard DCS logic blocks. Such
techniques can yield results similar to optimal averaging level
control, as shown in this paper, without the requirement of
additional computer hardware and model predictive software.
ARC techniques are often used in industry and are recently
receiving increasing attention from the academic litera-
ture.1,5,8,9,11,13,16,27−29

Both PID- and MPC-based averaging level control
techniques work well on large feed tanks holding a few days
volume of material or smaller feed drums, which typically hold
volumes that represent minutes to hours of throughput. Feed
tanks are often upright cylinders in shape, which means that
the relationship between the material height in the tank and
the p is linear. Feed tanks with an upright cylindrical shape
generally exhibit a linear relationship between the level in the
tank and the manipulated variable u. In contrast, feed tanks
with a horizontal cylindrical shape with domed ends generally
exhibit a nonlinear relationship between the level and u. In the
case of a nonlinear relationship, process control engineers will
typically position the instruments that measure the level in the
middle of the drum where the deviation from the set point is
approximately linear. In cases where the choice was made to
rather use the full capacity of the drum by measuring the level
over a wider range, the system can be linearized.6

Multiple tank level controllers may occur in series with
equipment in between, where the equipment has its own level
controllers. For example, a series of tanks may be separated by
distillation columns and reactors with their own level
controllers. If this happens, applying averaging level control
to all tank, drum, and equipment level controllers will have a

synergistic effect, where the effect of reducing flow variability
upstream will improve the impact of downstream controllers.
The contribution of this paper is the introduction and

industrial implementation of a novel ARC technique for
averaging level control that combines ramp horizon control
(RHC) and an integral gap controller (IGC). RHC sets a
future time horizon during which the level is not allowed to go
over the high or low limits set by the engineer.30 After a
disturbance occurs, the smallest control moves possible are
made, which will reduce the rate of change of the level to zero
by the time the limit is reached. As no assumptions regarding
maximum disturbances are made during tuning, RHC is better
at ensuring that levels do not go over the set limits than PID
controllers.30 Because no attempt is made to move the level
away from limits after a disturbance, one weakness of the RHC
is that consecutive disturbances in the same direction can
result in very large moves or level limit violations.
A common tuning mistake that may lead to a sustained or

growing cycle in level control is when too much integral action
causes overshoot. IGC is a PID controller that prevents this by
using strong integral control action to rapidly move levels away
from limits.31 The integral action is reduced when the level
gets closer to the middle of the range and prevents a cycle that
could occur otherwise when PI or PI gap controllers are used.
As with other PI and PID controllers, the shortcoming of IGC
is that disturbances larger than what was assumed during
tuning can allow the level to violate the desired limits.
RHC30 and IGC31 are combined in this paper in a novel way

and termed ramp horizon integral gap control (RHIGC).
RHIGC is an ARC technique that combines the benefits of
RHC and IGC, and it can be implemented using standard DCS
logic blocks. The utility of RHIGC is illustrated through
simulation studies and implementation of this technique on an
industrial plant. Results show RHIGC is superior to conven-
tional techniques and comparable to MPC in keeping the level
between limits while at the same time making smaller control
moves. Table 1 summarizes the ARC control algorithm
acronyms for ease of reference.

■ AVERAGING LEVEL CONTROL TECHNIQUES
Using PID Control for Averaging Level Control. A PID

controller for the level in a vessel will calculate movements in
the manipulated variable (represented by u), which is typically
a valve opening or the required flow rate, either into or out of
the vessel under consideration. The controller implements
these moves to bring the level measurement or process variable
(represented by y) back to ySP. PID controllers typically run on
either a DCS or a PLC.
A typically used PID equation in industry in digital systems

is the noninteractive velocity form6,8,32

Table 1. Summary of ARC Controllers

controller acronym description

integral gap control IGC gain scheduling of integral
time

ramp horizon control RHC use prediction and
wait-and-see

policy for constraint
avoidance

ramp horizon integral gap
control

RHIGC switch between IGC and
RHC

based on error rate of change
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where Δu is the change in manipulated variable, Kc is the
controller gain, a tuning variable, ek is the error between y and
ySP at the current execution cycle (k), ek−1 is the error at the
previous execution cycle, ek−2 is the error two execution cycles
ago, ts is the execution cycle time of the DCS or PLC, τi is the
integral tuning constant, and τD is the derivative tuning
constant.
In industry, averaging level control is typically done without

derivative action; i.e., the last term in (eq 1) is neglected. This
is because derivative control action can not only result in faster
than desired changes in controller moves but also overreact to
noise, which will then increase variability in u.
P-Only Control. P-only level control16,21 is a commonly

used form of averaging level control found in industry.
Typically, P-only control is done in one of two ways. The first
approach is to use a PID controller in a DCS or PLC, where
only the proportional action term in (eq 1) is used. The
second approach is to map u of a controller to the current
value of the level to do P-only level control.14

With P-only control, the error will increase as y moves away
from ySP, with the control action moving u in proportion to the
increasing error. Once u has moved enough to restore the mass
balance, the error will stay constant because y does not change.
Therefore, no control changes will be made to return y to ySP,
and the controller will only reduce the rate of change of the
level to zero, called balancing the level.
Nonlinear P-only controllers such as the error squared

controller6 or controllers that set the gain as a function of the
absolute value of the error33 are better suited to prevent y from
moving outside the desired range.
PI Control. Adding integral action to a P-only controller to

create a PI controller will enable y to return to ySP. This is
desirable because consecutive disturbances in the same
direction can cause y to go outside of the limits if the
controller is designed to keep y only from moving away from
ySP. The downside of PI control is an increase in the movement
of u to bring y back to ySP.
A common tuning mistake made in industry when using a PI

controller is implementing too much integral action that will
cause a cycle in the level. When a level is subject to a
disturbance, y will start moving away from ySP, causing the
error (ek) to increase if the disturbance moves y upward above
ySP. While y is moving away from ySP, the proportional action,
Kc(ek − ek−1) and the integral action, K et

kc
s

i
, will have the same

sign. Therefore, while y is moving away from ySP, both
proportional and integral actions will work together to reject
the disturbance.
When enough control action has been taken to reduce the

rate of change of the level to zero, proportional action will be
reduced to zero because (ek − ek−1) will be zero. The integral
action will still move u in order to reduce ek to zero, and y will
start returning to ySP. During this phase, proportional and
integral actions will oppose each other. The integral action will
still attempt to reduce the error to zero, while the proportional
action will react to the reduction in error by opposing the
integral action. The integral action drives the error to zero,
while the proportional action prevents y from overshooting ySP.

The PI tuning should be such that the proportional control is
strong enough to prevent overshoot. If this is not done
correctly, a slow cycle in the level will result.
When averaging control is implemented, the dilemma is that

weak proportional control is needed to allow y to deviate from
ySP, thereby minimizing the movement of u. However, the need
to have the integral action to be weaker than the proportional
action when y is returning to ySP remains. Therefore, in
averaging level control, the integral action must be tuned to be
very weak to prevent the level from cycling. Very weak integral
action results in the level taking a long time to return to ySP.
Depending on the tuning and range allowed for y, it will take
much longer to return to ySP than the time it takes to initially
balance the level. This may be a problem depending on the
frequency of the disturbances.
Optimal Averaging Level Control. Optimal averaging

level control20 uses MPC to predict the trajectory of the level
and to calculate control moves that result in the smallest
continuous moves in u that will keep the level between limits.
These moves will be made until the level limit is reached, and
the level is balanced. Optimal averaging level control has been
implemented and tested widely, and it is accepted that it
i m p r o v e s a v e r a g i n g l e v e l c o n t r o l p e r f o rm -
ance.10,15,17,18,20,22,34−36

As most DCS-based controllers make control moves that are
a function of the error, the PID-based controllers will initially
make larger moves after a disturbance, as error will increase
quickly. Therefore, PID controllers will initially make large
moves that become smaller as time progresses. This gives
optimal averaging level control a distinct advantage over PID
controllers, as it implements the same move over the full
control horizon. This is especially true if the largest move made
over the control horizon is used as a measure of success.
Optimal averaging level control requires additional com-

puter and network hardware and software, plant tests, and
model identification that increases cost and complexity.
Programmed Imbalance Ramp Control. Commercially

available MPC software uses an averaging level control feature
known as programmed imbalance ramp control.24−26 The
controller uses a model-based prediction to predict the future
trajectory of the level. The process control engineer sets a high
and low limit that should not be exceeded, as well as a tuning
parameter called the ramp horizon. This is a set time span into
the future in which the predicted trajectory of the level should
be kept between the high and low limits.
If the level is predicted to cross a limit at a time farther in the

future than the ramp horizon, then the controller will not act.
As time passes, the level will move toward the limit. Eventually,
the level will get close enough to the limit that the current rate
of change of the level will cause it to cross the limit in a shorter
amount of time than the set ramp horizon. The controller will
then make a small move that will decrease the rate of change of
the level just enough so that the level will cross the limit at the
ramp horizon.
As the level approaches the limit in this way, the controller

will keep making control moves that will decrease the rate of
change of the level until the rate of change becomes zero, and
the level is balanced as the limit is reached.
As with optimal averaging level control, this control method

also requires additional computer and network hardware and
software, plant tests, and model identification that increases
cost and complexity.
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Ramp Horizon Control. RHC30 is a simplification of
programmed imbalance control widely used in industry.24−26

RHC can be seen as a “wait and see” control strategy, where
control moves, Δu, are only made if there is imminent danger
of the level violating a limit. It can be implemented by using
standard DCS functions. A number of execution cycles are
selected during which the high and low limits imposed on the
level may not be exceeded. This is called the ramp horizon
(TRH).
The trajectory of the level is predicted based on the current

position and rate of change. Control moves are made only if
the predicted trajectory will violate a limit within the ramp
horizon. If no violation is predicted, then no control moves are
made.
The value of y at TRH is calculated as

= ++
i
k
jjj y

{
zzzy y T

y
t

d
dk T k

k
RH

RH (2)

where yk+T dRH
is the predicted value of the level at TRH and yk is

the current value of the level. If this predicted value does not
violate the high or low limit, no control moves are made;
otherwise, a move will be calculated and implemented.
A process slope gain k′ is calculated by either using step test

data or calculating the volume of liquid between the high and
low limits on the drum.6 The process slope gain is the rate of
change in the level that will result when the process input uRH
is moved up by one engineering unit

=
×

k
y

u t (3)

where Δy is the change in the output y from t = 0 (initial
steady state) to t = Δt (a selected time after the change in u
was made).
By rearranging (eq 3), the maximum size of the move in u

that prevents the level limit from being exceeded within the
ramp horizon, TRH, can be calculated using the process slope
gain

=
×

u
y

k TRH (4)

where Δy is the difference between the value of the active limit
and the current value of y.
Consider an example in which the level approaches the

upper limit and will exceed the limit within the ramp horizon.
Moving u up continuously per cycle will prevent the level from
exceeding the limit when the prediction reaches the ramp
horizon. However, as the level will still be approaching the
limit, during the next execution cycle, the controller will once
again predict that the limit will be exceeded. It will implement
another controller move to ensure that at the ramp horizon,
the level will still be inside the limit. If no other process
influences the trajectory of the level, then this process will be
repeated until the rate of change of the level reaches zero as it
reaches the high limit.
When a relatively small disturbance causes a change on a

level that is controlled using RHC, the prediction will initially
not show that a limit will be exceeded within the ramp horizon.
Initially, no control moves will be made. As time passes, the
level will approach the limit, and at some stage, a small
violation will be predicted. A control move will be calculated to
change the rate of change of the level such that the level will be
on the limit at the ramp horizon.

RHC will only ensure the limits are not exceeded and make
no attempt to move the level away from the limit. The risk
remains that continuous or consecutive disturbances in the
same direction may occur once the level reaches the limit.
When this happens, the controller will not be able to keep the
level at or between the imposed limits. However, if this occurs
and the level moves outside a limit, then RHC will return the
level to the limit that was exceeded using the same algorithm.
RHC simplifies the calculated response of the level by using

gain only. An imprecise control action might result as dynamic
behavior is ignored, measurement noise and unmeasured
disturbances might be present, and the controller gain might
be incorrect. However, in a short execution cycle, the level
measurement that is taken as input and the rate of change of
the level that is calculated at every execution cycle
continuously update the controller error. This compensates
for the possible inaccuracies in the measurement and control.
Integral Gap Control. The tuning of PID controllers in

most modern DCSs can be changed in real time using function
blocks or code based on process or control states. Similar to
commonly used proportional gap control,6 IGC uses this
facility to define a gap around ySP of a PID controller where the
integral action is decreased. The PID controller then uses less
integral action when y is close to ySP and more integral action
when y is farther away from ySP. As with PI gap control, this
can be implemented by defining a ratio

=ri( )
i(gap)

i (5)

where τi(r) is the ratio between the integral tuning constant
used when y is inside the gap (τi(gap)) and the integral tuning
constant used when y is outside the gap (τi).
IGC can be defined as
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IGC enables more aggressive tuning when y is close to limits
while allowing the controller to slow the approach to ySP
enough to prevent overshoot. Reducing the integral control
action when y is close to ySP while taking more aggressive
integral action when y is farther from ySP mitigates the potential
overshoot when y returns to ySP.
When y is moving toward ySP from outside of the gap,

proportional control will work against the integral action,
slowing down the return to ySP. As the integral action is still
tuned aggressively, it should overshadow the proportional
action, causing y to quickly return to ySP.
Once y moves back into the gap, decreased integral action

will ensure that y will not overshoot ySP. Only small controller
moves will be made while y is inside the gap.
By setting the proportional gain, the integral tuning, and the

gap correctly, IGC will be able to
• avoid overshoot,
• more aggressively return y to ySP while the error is large,
and

• slow down the controller response when the error is
small.
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■ COMBINING RAMP HORIZON CONTROL AND
INTEGRAL GAP CONTROL

This section details the design of the RHIGC, which combines
RHC and IGC (Figure 1). In particular, RHIGC benefits from
the fact that RHC makes no assumption regarding the
maximum disturbance during tuning and that it does not
make any changes to u if there is little threat of y going over
limits. The IGC part of RHIGC compensates for the main
disadvantage of RHC, which does not return the level to ySP
after a disturbance.
An advantage of RHIGC over advanced control methods

such as MPC is that it can be implemented on a DCS or PLC
without the need for additional computer and network
hardware and software, plant tests, and model identification.
RHIGC works by switching between the RHC and IGC

depending on which controller is best suited to current process
conditions. Switching is dependent on whether the error is
increasing or decreasing. RHC is used when the error is
increasing, i.e., when the current value of the error has the
same sign as the rate of change of the level. RHIGC is switched
to the IGC part when the error is zero or decreases, i.e., the
rate of change of the level becomes zero or while y is moving
back toward ySP.
RHC makes the smallest moves possible while the level is

moving away from ySP and will prevent y from going outside its
limits. IGC will bring y back toward ySP after RHC has rejected
the disturbance and balanced y. IGC will move u more
aggressively when y is close to the limits, where there is a larger
risk that RHC will not be able to keep the level within limits
should another disturbance occur. Later, IGC will make
smaller moves when y is inside the gap, improving the
averaging level control performance and ensuring that y does
not overshoot ySP.
It is possible to switch between different inputs and outputs

in DCS-based controllers.28 When y is moving away from ySP,
the error increases, and standard DCS functions are used to
change the controller to manual mode in order to implement
the control moves calculated by the RHC part of RHIGC. This
is done by using standard DCS functions to switch the IGC
controller to manual and writing the RHC u values directly to
the output of the controller. When y is moving toward ySP or

stays constant, the error correspondingly decreases or remains
constant, and standard DCS functions switch the IGC
controller from manual to auto mode, enabling IGC to output
its own calculated u value. This is done to enable seamless
switching between the two parts of the controller.
When determining whether y is approaching or moving away

from ySP, a first-order filtered value of y is used to prevent
frequent switching between the IGC and the RHC parts of the
controller.

■ PERFORMANCE METRICS USED
Performance metrics described in this section are used to
compare the success of different averaging level control
techniques and the relevant tuning parameters used. These
metrics penalize u movement, limit violations, and unused
buffer capacity.
Performance metrics found in the literature typically only

penalize movement of u while assuming that the level does not
violate the preset limits. These include the standard deviation
of u (σu)

19,21,26 and the total variance of u (TV)37

= [ ]=N
u u

1
1

( )u k
N

k k2 1
2

(7)

= = +u uTV k
N

k k1 1 (8)

where N is the number of data points in the data set and μ is
the mean of u over the data set.
When σu is used, a control system that results in a lower

standard deviation while keeping the level between the
predetermined limits is desired. When using TV, the smaller
the maximum rate of change of u, the better the controller is at
making smaller rather than larger moves. If TV is divided by
the number of samples, i.e., TV/N, a comparison between two
or more data sets with differing numbers of samples can be
done.
In Horton et al.,36 the performance metric is normalized by

dividing σu of the controller being tested by σu of a benchmark
PI controller. This normalizes the metric to one, with a result
smaller than one being better than the benchmark.

Figure 1. RHIGC.
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■ SIMULATION
Simulation Description. The impact of combining RHC

and IGC is illustrated in a simple simulation example of the
control of a drum level, as shown in Figure 2. The process

simulation is based on the industrial plant example where
RHIGC is implemented. The level controller (LIC) cascades
to the flow controller (FIC), which manipulates the flow
exiting the vessel. In other words, the level (y) is controlled by
manipulating the ySP of FIC. The measured flow into the vessel
is a disturbance and is measured by FI.
The simulation was done to show typical responses of the

different controllers rather than quantitative analysis. It shows
how the PI controller has a typical response, how the IGC can
move u faster when error is large, as well as how it can move u
slower when error is small. It also shows how RHC can prevent
the level from going over the limit during the first disturbance
only and how RHIGC could prevent it during the second
disturbance as well because the IGC part of the controller
moves the level away from the limit.
The simulation was conducted on a standard DCS using a

typical PI controller as well as IGC, RHC, and RHIGC
controllers to control the feed drum level. The level was
simulated by using standard filter blocks that calculate the level
changes based on changes in u and the disturbances. The
simulation starts with y at ySP, i.e., the level of the tank is at
50%. The upper hard constraint is a level of 70%. Two
consecutive steps of 5 m3/h each were made, with an interval
of 120 min between them. The duration of the interval
between the two steps was chosen to allow enough time for the
controllers either to reduce the rate of change of y to zero or to
start returning y to ySP. The tuning parameters of the
controllers are listed in Table 2.
The model of the process in Figure 2, as used in the

simulation, represents the response of the flow set point to the
drum level

= +
+

G e(s) 1.43
0.19s 1
0.54s s2

0s

(9)

where the units for G(s) are level %
m / h3 .

Simulation Results. Figure 3 shows how the PI controller,
IGC, RHC, and RHIGC responded to the two step changes in
the disturbance. The PI controller is able to reject the first step
disturbance successfully but fails to keep the level below the
high limit of 70% when the second disturbance occurs.
IGC increases its integral control action when the level

moves higher than the gap, which is why it goes over the limit
by a smaller margin than the PI controller.
RHC can keep the deviation over the high limit smaller than

both the PI and IGC controllers. However, it does make very

large moves during the period that the level is over the limit,
and once the level turns, no attempt is made to stop the level
from drifting through the range between the high and low
limits.
The RHIGC can keep the level from going over the high

limit. This is possible because the IGC component of the
controller moves the level away from the limit once the RHC
component of the combined controller brings the rate of
change of y to zero.
The simulation results clearly illustrate the principle of

RHIGC. As can be seen from Figure 3, the RHC part of the
controller, which is active from t = 5 min to t = 74 min, as well
as from t = 116 min to t = 157 min where |ek| − |ek−1| ≥ 0,
prevents the level from exceeding limits. The IGC part of the
controller, which is active from t = 75 to t = 115 min as well as
from t = 158 to t = 295 min where |ek| − |ek−1| ≤ 0, moves the
level away from the limits to prevent consecutive disturbances
from forcing the level over a limit.
Comparison with Model Predictive Control. The

simulated plant shown in Figure 2 was used to compare the
performance of RHIGC to a traditional MPC algorithm.
Typical plant data of a stream flowing into a drum on an actual
process were used as the disturbance for a 24 h simulation. The
low and high hard level constraints are chosen as 30 and 70%,
respectively.
The MPC can be represented as

+ +
··· =

+ +
=

+
+ +

e Q S Q u Rmin ( ) ( )
u u u j

N

k j k j
j

N

k j
, , , 1

2
R S

0

1
2

k k k N1 C 1

P C

(10)

subject to
= + = ···+ + +x Ax Bu j N1, ,k j k j k j1 1 P (11a)

= + = ···+ + +y Cx Du j N1, ,k j k j k j P (11b)

= ···+y y y j N1, ,k j P (11c)

= ···+u u u j N0, , 1k j C (11d)

=+u u u j N0, ..., 1k j C (11e)

Figure 2. Feed drum process flow diagram.

Table 2. Tuning Parameters for Simulation

controller parameter value units

PI Kc 0.2 %−1

τi 128 min
ts 1 s

IGC Kc 0.19 %−1

τi 96 min
τi(gap) 256 min
gap 10 %
ts 1 s

RHC KG 18.75 %−1

TRH 900 s
ts 1 s

RHIGC Kc 0.19 %−1

τi 96 min
τi(gap) 256 min
KG 18.75 %−1

TRH 900 s
ts 1 s
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NP is the prediction horizon, and NC is the control horizon.
The objective is to keep the level between soft limits with the
slack variable weight QS and to slowly move the level toward
ySP with the penalty QR so that sequential disturbances in the
same direction can be rejected. Flow stability is influenced
through the input move size weight R.
The tank level is modeled as Δy/Δt = 1/a(Qin − Qout),

where a is the area of the drum, Qin is the flow into the drum,
and Qout is the flow out of the drum. Therefore A = 0, B = 1/a,
C = 1, and D = 0.
Sk+j is a slack variable used to penalize level limit violations

before hard constraints are reached and is defined as

= <+

l
m
oooooo

n
oooooo

S

y y y y

y y y y

y y y

; ,

; ,

0; ,
k j

sh sh

sl sl

sl sh (12)

where ysl and ysh are the soft low and high level limits,
respectively. The soft limits are chosen to be 3% away from the
hard limits. y and y̅ are y low and high limits, u and u̅ are u low
and high limits, and Δu and Δu̅ are u move size low and high
limits, respectively. The controller calculates a vector of future
control moves up to NC, and the first control move in the
vector is implemented at every execution cycle.
Set point tracking, soft limits for y, and minimizing u move

sizes are included as optimization objectives in (eq 11a).
Process constraints are met using hard constraints for the range
of y (eq 11c), the range of u (eq 11d), and the maximum u
move size (eq 11e).
The MPC and RHIGC tuning parameters for the simulation

are listed in Table 3. The process model used for the
simulation as well as the model used for control by the MPC is
shown in (eq 9).

To enable a fair performance comparison, data was sampled
at 1 min intervals for both controllers, even though ts is 1 s for
RHIGC and ts is 1 min for MPC.
The performance comparison of the controllers is shown in

Table 4, and the typical behavior of the controllers is shown by
displaying data for the last 4 h of the 24 h simulation of each
controller in Figure 4. The disturbance added to the
simulations on the inlet flow is typical process data.
As shown in Table 4, the performance of RHIGC and MPC

is similar. The σu performance metric indicates that RHIGC
has the advantage of requiring less movement in u. The

Figure 3. Simulated response of the PI, IGC, RHC, and RHIGC controllers to two step disturbances.

Table 3. Tuning Parameters for Comparison of RHIC to
MPC

controller parameter value units

MPC NP 40 min
NC 15 min
QR 9 %−1

QS 3 %−1

R 0.1 %−1

ts 60 s
RHIGC Kc 0.19 %−1

τi 96 min
τi(gap) 256 min
KG 18.75 %−1

TRH 900 s
ts 1 s

Table 4. Comparison between RHIGC and MPC for the 24
h Simulation

L̅ L σu TV/N

RHIGC 68.0 31.4 0.079 0.039
MPC 68.3 31.4 0.085 0.039
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RHIGC has a faster execution interval and simplified process
model running natively on a DCS. The MPC has a slower
execution frequency and a higher fidelity model that includes
the dynamic model (eq 9) running on additional computer
hardware and communicates via an open process control
(OPC) protocol.

■ PLANT TEST RESULTS
RHIGC was implemented on a standard DCS instrument used
in the petrochemical industry. This process is also used in the
simulation that compares RHIGC with MPC, with the only
difference being that the FI reading is not available in the real
process, although it is used in the simulation for information
purposes.
RHIGC was implemented on a real process plant where a

varying feed rate into a feed drum causes the level to vary
continuously, similar to the process flow diagram shown in
Figure 2. There was an existing PI gap controller implemented
on the process, with existing tuning, as shown in Table 5. RHC
was implemented in the process to improve the control by
replacing the existing PI gap controller. The control was
subsequently further improved by replacing RHC with
RHIGC.
The RHC part of RHIGC was tuned to keep the level

between 30 and 80%. The IGC part of the RHIGC was tuned

by inspection of plant data to identify a typical and maximum
feed disturbance magnitude. Averaging level tuning rules
proposed by King6 were used to calculate Kc and τi for the IGC
part of RHIGC. The RHC part of the controller was given a
horizon of 100 min based on trial and error. The controller
tuning parameters for the real plant implementation are given
in Table 5.
Figure 5 shows the level and outlet flow rate set by u, each

for a different 24 h time span of typical operation, using the
original PI gap controller, RHC, and RHIGC, respectively.
As can be seen, all controllers are well tuned and reasonably

successful in keeping the level in the range of 30−80% while
making minimum control moves.
The comparison of the controllers according to the

performance metrics in (eqs 7 and 8) is shown in Table 6,
along with the highest value (L̅) and the lowest value (L) of y
during the time each controller was used. The PI gap controller
was tuned very well as it kept the level between limits within a
small margin. RHC was able to successfully minimize u
movement but left y close to limits, increasing the risk that
subsequent disturbances may push the level over the limits.
Both σu and TV/N show that RHIGC moved u much less than
the PI controller, with associated improvements downstream
due to increased stability.
If averaging level control is implemented on a plant where

multiple disturbances that move the level in the same direction
can occur, then RHIGC will bring the level back to ySP after a
disturbance. This will ensure that the control system is in a
better position to reject consecutive disturbances. This ability
was demonstrated on a typical process plant with a significant
improvement in performance, as shown in Table 6.

■ CONCLUSIONS
This paper described three advanced regulatory control
techniques for averaging level control, namely, integral gap
control (IGC) and ramp horizon control (RHC), and a
combination of the two techniques called ramp horizon
integral gap control (RHIGC). RHIGC combines the strengths
of RHC and IGC to improve the averaging level control in a
process plant. RHIGC is able to keep y within limits in the

Figure 4. Typical RHIGC and MPC behavior with flow disturbance.

Table 5. Tuning Parameters for Plant Test

controller parameter value units

PI gap Kc 0.95 %−1

τi 180 min
Kr 0.625

RHC KG 20 %−1

TRH 100 min
RHIGC Kc 0.6 %−1

τi 180 min
τi(gap) 247 min
KG 20 %−1

TRH 100 min
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presence of large disturbances due to the RHC component.
RHIGC is able to return y to ySP in a manageable time frame
after frequent disturbances due to the IGC component.
Additionally, RHIGC aims to move u as little as possible in
light of frequent and large disturbances.
RHIGC is able to achieve similar results when compared to

MPC in a simulation environment and has the advantage of
being implementable by using standard DCS blocks. This
allows RHIGC to be executed at high sampling frequencies
and does not require specialized software and hardware.
RHIGC was implemented on a real process plant and

showed good improvements when compared with an existing
PI gap controller and RHC. The control techniques were
compared by using the standard deviation and total variance as
performance metrics.
RHIGC shows good results in preventing the level from

going outside of set high and low limits while simultaneously
decreasing the variability of the manipulated variable. In
process plants, keeping the level between set limits may avoid
alarm or trip limits being exceeded, while the decreased
variability of the manipulated variable leads to an increased
stability of the downstream process equipment.
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